Club Sandwich
Hook
Thread
Body
Legs
Indicator

Kevin Cohenour

4 XL streamer hook, sizes 6 to 10
3/0 or size “G” yellow, tan or gray
Tan, gray, and yellow/orange/peach craft foam
Brown, yellow or orange round rubber legs
Bright yarn

1. Laminate three squares of foam together (gray on top, peach or yellow
or orange in center, tan on bottom) with rubber cement. Elmer’s Craft
Bond rubber cement dries clear. Secure hook in vise. Coat hook shank
with super glue. Attach thread behind eye and wind to bend. Return to
midshank. Cut a width of laminated foam equal to hook gape and two
shanks long. Cut a shallow slit in middle of bottom layer of foam (tan).
Stop cut about 1/8” short of both ends of foam.
2. Add a drop of super glue to the back 2/3 of shank. Press
foam onto shank with front edge even with back of hook eye.
Make three or four wraps at midshank. Spiral the thread back
and make segments (about three to the bend). Continue
behind the bend and make a couple more spiral wraps and
segments. Spiral wrap thread back forward to midshank tie in.
3. Use three strands of rubber hackle for larger sized flies, two strands for
smaller; do not separate into individual strands…leave “connected”. Knot
hopper legs. Tie rubber legs on each side of hook. The leg joint (knot)
should be near the rear of the fly. Pull up on foam and front of legs.
Wind thread to slightly behind hook eye. Pull foam back down. Secure
foam at this point, then secure front of legs. Separate the strands of
rubber on the rear leg (below the knot) and front leg, and cut off all but
one strand on each leg.

4. Push bodkin needle through center of foam between front and rear
leg tie in wraps. Push bobbin threader wire through this hole and
“thread” a piece of leg material through the hole. If you add a drop of
super glue as you pull it through it will make it permanent.

5. Tie in some bright yarn on top the back for a strike indicator. Whip
finish, cut thread and cement. Gather up yarn and cut it short. Round
front and back corners. Color in eyes with a permanent marker and
add striping to the legs if desired. Even length on all four front legs to
¾’” to 1”.
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